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Box 1

Articles by Shaw
‘On going to church’ The Savoy No. 1, pp. 13-28, January 1896
‘Bernard Shaw as a Clerk’ The Clerk [Organ of the National Union of Clerks] No.1 Vol.1, p7-8, January 1908 (2 copies)
‘Socialism and Superior Brains’ The Liberal Vol. I No. 5, pp. 10-11, February 12 1910
‘The Peace of Europe and how to attain it’ Daily News & Leader No. 21,158, front page, January 1 1914
‘The British Offer’ The Daily News, September 6 1921
‘The Educated Working Man’ New Standards, No. 1, October 1923
A Foreword to the Clerks, Bernard Shaw in Trade Unionism for Clerks, Henry Lloyd & R E Scouller, pub Cecil Palmer & Hayward [undated]
‘As I see it’ The Listener Vol. XVIII, No. 461 pp. 997-998, November 10 1937 [broadcast to the Empire November 2 1937]
‘The Amazing Winston Churchill’ Sunday Dispatch p. 6, March 9 1941
Letter from Bernard Shaw ‘I am at present making my will…’

Articles about Shaw

Newspaper articles
Shaw begins a new bible, Robert Lynd, Daily News, June 23 1921
Nothing but the Truth – Mr Shaw says we teach our children lies N/C 25/9/33
Mr Shaw among the critics – The unknown genius – producer of his first play, The Manchester Guardian December 10 1932
G.B.S. and the Colon by F E Loewenstein, John O’London’s Weekly, p 66, February 4 1949
Shaw’s letters bought a house, Norman Carruthers Gould, John O’London’s Weekly, p.208, April 1 1949
Shaw’s Corner open to the public, Cyril Dunn, The Observer, March 18 1951
Shaw Memorial – World-wide appeal for £250,000, The Times November 1951

Other
The Autograph Manuscripts of George Bernard Shaw, Dr F E Loewenstein, Book Handbook No. 2 pp. 85-92, 1947
George Bernard Shaw – a memoir, R. Palme Dutt, and The dictatorship of the proletariat by GBS 1921, Labour Monthly Pamphlet November 11 1950
St Pancras honours its first freeman; The Splendid Torchbearer; Shaw: vestryman and councillor, St Pancras Journal, Vol. 4, No. 6, pp. 103 – 112, Nov-Dec 1950
My 30 years with Bernard Shaw by Blanche Patch, World Digest, pp. 71-91, April 1951

Theatre Programmes
Pygmalion, Theatre des Bouffes-Parisiens, 1950s
Pygmalion, The Cambridge Theatre, 14 September 1935
St. Joan, Sadler’s Wells/The Old Vic, 20 December 1934
Major Barbara, Sadler’s Wells/The old vic, at The Old Vic, 15 March 1935
Misalliance, Granada TV – first TV performance October 30 1962

Book jackets
George Bernard Shaw – critic of Western morale, Edmund Fuller, pub Schribners
Bernard Shaw, Eric Bentley
GBS A Postscript, Hesketh Pearson

Miscellaneous
Labour and the affairs of the World – Mr Sidney Webb outlines a programme, article in the Birmingham Post March 4 1921 [links with Shaw’s wife]
Bernard Shaw Arrives – A fantasy in one act, James B Fell, pub Samuel French Ltd 1953
The War against Bernard Shaw, Ozy, pub White Plume Publishing Company, New York 1957
The Playgoer’s Calendar for 1915 [GBS February, and photograph on front]
Bernard Shaw and his books – advertisement by publishers Archibald Constable and Co. Ltd.
The Shaw Society – programme and publications list for 1964
Invitation to a dedication ceremony July 22 1961 cf from The Shaw Society
Bernard Shaw Compliments slip with note and signature of Blanche Patch, secretary
Promotion leaflet for biography of Bernard Shaw by Michael Holroyd 1988
Shaw Festival programme Niagara-on-the-Lake 1988 and Order form

[** Cross reference – Sunday Dispatch March 9 1941 p5 – A great novel rewritten as a short story by Winston Churchill: Uncle Tom’s Cabin]

Box 2

Articles by Shaw
Anarchism versus State Socialism, Revolutionary Reprints No. 1 1889 (2 copies)
Science v. Common Sense, The Humane Review, pp. 3 – 15, No. 1, April 1900
The Webbs on Russia, book review in First and Last, Vol.1, No.1., November 8 1937
Not the Pope but G Bernard Shaw Comments by Shaw in The Eagle and the Serpent No. 18, uncut, pub by the Pioneer Press (2 copies)

Articles about Shaw
Mr Shaw, Writer of Plays, F G Bettany, The Bookman G Bernard Shaw Number July 1905
Bernard Shaw on Art in Education, JCM, reprinted from The Journal of Education September 1911

Miscellaneous
Collection of printed cards with statements by Shaw on them, and 2 address cards0, ex don. J Fuggler – in conservation envelope
Photograph of birthplace of Shaw, The Observer, July 23 1950
Book jackets, various, (6)
Sketches of Shaw by Low of the Star, in Drawing and Design, May 1926 and colour frontispiece with caricature of Shaw
Various publishers’ announcements/advertisements for Shaw/Shaw-related works – (8)
Fabian Election Manifesto 1892
Invitation cards – Fabian Society Dinner chaired by Shaw April 30 1907 and to Debate on Socialism between Shaw and Chesterton November 30 1911, chaired by Hilaire Belloc
Oxford Union Society flyer for an address by G K Chesterton
Leeds Arts Club flyer for lecture by Shaw February 14 1905
Extract from Widowers’ Houses in The Complete Plays of Bernard Shaw,
Bernard Shaw et ses Traducteurs Francais, Auguste & Henriette Hamon – booklet.
undated but ? 1908/first decade 20th century
Advertisement for Bernard Shaw, A Monograph by Holbrook Jackson, pub E Grant Richards - 1907

See also entries in the Johnson online catalogue